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Wasps

Wasps are considered to be a hazard by many people during the warmer months.  In today’s 

story Colvin decides he is a friend of wasps – though later he is not so sure.

Fact File

 • There are more then one million different species of insect, divided into thirty

   major groups, separated mainly by differences in the wings and the methods

   of feeding.

 • Wasps have biting jaws, used for eating solid food (as have grasshoppers 

   and beetles).  The jaws are not inside the mouth, but are really special legs, 

   just outside the mouth.  There are sharp teeth on them which cut the food into

   small pieces.  Other ‘legs’ around the mouth help to hold the food and put it

   into the mouth when it has been cut up.  The jaws and other feeding limbs are

   collectively known as the mouth-parts of the insect.

 • The wasp’s sting is its means of defence.  Unlike some other insects and 

   animals which employ camoufl age as a protection, wasps depend on their  

   bold colours as a warning to predators.  Only female wasps can sting.

 • Some insects, such as the hoverfl y, survive because their colours resemble a

   wasp’s.  Birds avoid them for this reason.  There are many such examples of  

   mimicry in a variety of harmless insects.

Poem/Song

    It’s morning in the kitchen,

    Soon breakfast will begin;

    We’ll have bread with jam or honey

    And some fancy biscuits from the tin.

    But bread and fancy biscuits

    Are not much fun to chew,

    When a yellow, busy, buzzing wasp,

    Decides he’ll have some too.

    It’s a picnic in the country,

    We have chicken legs and jelly;

    All laid out on a blanket

    Like a picture on the telly.

    But when we pour our lemonade,

    Guess who fl ies into view –

    A big fat buzzing busy wasp,

    Has come and joined the queue.

    Buy an ice cream at the seaside,

    A wafer or a ninety-nine,

    With lots of raspberry topping,
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    And no doubt you’re feeling fi ne.

    But if you buy an ice cream,

    You’d better eat it quick,

    Or an uninvited guest with wings,

    Will fl y down for a lick.

      Sam McBratney

Story

“Boy, I’d like to zap that cheeky wasp,” Colvin thought.  “It had no business coming into my 

house and stinging my mother like that.  Probably it was the very same one that sneaked into my 

classroom… … 

After the Programme

 • Discuss the class’s attitude to wasps and the best way to deal with them.

 • Discuss some ways insects and animals protect themselves e.g. by colour 

        camoufl age; the possession of spines (hedgehogs); mimicry of another 

         species; stings; bright colouring.

Story Comprehension

 • Why did Colvin’s teacher, Miss Lynn, says he was brave?  (He stayed still while the   

   wasp buzzed around him).

 • Why did Tall Norman do the wrong thing?  (He yelled and panicked).

 • What did the teacher do?  (Let the wasp out of the window).

 • Why did Colvin decide to ‘zap’ the wasps?  (His mother was stung).

 • What did he use?  (His sister Beccy’s badmington racket).

 • Where were the wasps?  (In a hole at the far side of the nettle fi eld)

 • Why was ‘zapping wasps’ a bad idea?

Northern Ireland Curriculum

Geography

The Natural Environment: Pupils should have opportunities to learn about 

     some plants and animals from their

     local area; fi nd out how people’s actions can 

     effect plants and animals.

Science

Living Things:   Pupils should be given opportunities to: fi nd out

     about animals and their young, including how 

      they grow, feed and use their senses.

English

Talking and Listening:  Pupils should have opportunities to: describe 

     and talk about real and imaginary experiences 

     and about people, places, things and events.
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Cross-Curricular Links

GEOGRAPHY
Creatures from 
local area

ART
Colour
Camouflage
Danger Signals

SCIENCE
Growth
Flight
Use of Senses
Insects
Friends & Enemies
Seasonal Changes

HEALTH 
EDUCATION
Treatment of Stings
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